
CONCLUSION VISUAL MERCHANDISING

Conclusion: Visual merchandising is a perfect communication vehicle of retailer, communicating the right message
about the merchandise by projecting the.

Customer service 5 IV. If these displays do not have this desired effect the question arises if it has any value to
spend time and money on these displays. How long do they interact with each product? Already a member?
Store design and Visual merchandising 4 5. Both services or goods can be displayed to focus on their product
or service benefits Where and when are staff most required to interact with customers? New formats translate
into new ideas and creativity. Analyzing your retail store in detail can help in determining what products are to
be displayed more affluently than others. When do you open more checkout counters? Retail businesses have
seen a decline in recent years as customers have moved to online purchasing. Using specific strategies, your
customer will better understand your brand. Are they implementing sales training? Contrary to this, if you own
a cosmetic brand and your target customers are of a mature age, then tailoring visual merchandise in a manner
that appeals to them becomes extremely vital. You know all the trends and have a great eye for presenting our
collections in an inspiring and commercial Not any more though. Effective marketing can lead to increased
sales and improve brand recognition. Make your retail space a friendly welcoming place through the strategic
use of contemporary compelling store fixtures today! Not every product needs to displayed. Visual
merchandising encourages consumers to buy from your store. Is it possible to eliminate queues? The corporate
organization of Macy's Incorporated illistrates decisions ade at the corporate office that set strategic directions
and increase productivity through the coordination of the regional divisions activities We even tend to sum up
that initial in-store encounter in visual terms: a store is exciting, clean or well-organized or, at the other end of
the scale, boring, messy, or overwhelming. The idea of a theme is all about combining colors together, giving
them a unique contrast, and grouping products to individual motifs. Both goods or services can be displayed to
highlight their features and benefits. Introduction: 2 II. As those at the cutting edge start to serve their web
visitors and email list highly relevant messages and website pages, customers will start to expect this kind of
personal attention wherever they shop. It is therefore important that visual merchandising displays created in
apparel retail stores influence a consumer to approach that store and to make a purchase. How do you create
such experience in your store? How is easy is it for customers to move round your store? Hence, in the domain
of display settings, less could mean more. The role of Visual Merchandiser is creative and fast-paced. Retail
Marketing Mix 3 1. Who can afford to spend quantum amounts of time or money on improving a store's look
without being assured of a healthy return You will train, motivate and coach your colleagues to constantly
think commercially. Customers do not come to your store to buy your products but the experience of buying
the products. Marketing Marketing is the backbone of any business.


